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The Current Bibliography attempts to be the most complete and up-to-
date international bibliography of recent Dostoevsky research published. 
It has been the intention of the compilers that the Current Bibliography, 
when used as a supplement to the bibliographies in the preceding issues 
of the Bulletin of the International Dostoevsky Society (v. 1-9, 1971-
1979) and Dostoevsky Studies (v. 1-9, 1980-1988; new series, v. 1-6, 
1993-1998 in 3v. and new series, v. 2-12, 1998-2008) be as nearly 
inclusive as possible of all material published from 1970 through the 
current year.  (With some exceptions, book reviews, reviews of theatrical 
productions and brief newspaper articles have been omitted.) It is our aim 
for the bibliography to be exhaustive. Consequently, the latest year is 
usually the least represented and the earlier years become more and more 
complete as time passes. In general, we can say that over a three-to-four-
year period, the entries for the first of these years will be nearly complete. 
Every attempt has been made to provide full, clear citations, and a special 
effort has been made to keep together all citations by one author, 
disregarding the variations in spelling and transliteration which can occur 
when an author publishes in a variety of languages. Any additional 
information which is not a part of the citation itself, but which may 
provide clarification of the topic in relation to Dostoevsky, is given in 
brackets after the citation. Whenever possible, collections of essays have 
been fully analyzed, with individual citations provided for each article in 
the volume. 
 
A complete, integrated, alphabetical list of all citations from the 1985-
2007 bibliographies is now available at: 
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http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/su/slavic/dostbib/ 
 
Readers are encouraged to forward items which have thus far escaped 
listing to the editor at the following address: 
 
 June Pachuta Farris 
 Bibliographer for Slavic, East  
 European  and Eurasian Studies 
 The Joseph Regenstein Library 
 University of Chicago  Phone: 773-702-8456 
 1100 East 57th Street  Fax:     773-702-6623 





Bubeniková, Miluša: Dostoevskii v Chekhii: [Bibliografiia]. In: Dostoevskii i XX vek. 




• Sochineniia F. M. Dostoevskogo na cheshskom iazyke 
• Bibliografiia knig i statei o F. M. Dostoevskom na cheshkom iazyke 
• Bibliografiia knig i statei o F. M. Dostoevskom, izdannykh v 
Chekhii/Chekhoslovakii na russkom iazyke 
• Drugie raboty na russkom iazyke, otnosiashchiesia k teme 
"Dostoevskii v Chekhii" 
• F. M. Dostoevskii v cheshskoi muzyke 
• F. M. Dostoevskii v cheshskom iskusstve 
• F. M. Dostoevskii v cheshskom fil'me 
• Tvorchestvo F. M. Dostoevskogo na cheshskikh dramaticheskikh 
stsenakh v 1900-2003 gg. 
 
Dostoevskii: Sochineniia, pis'ma, dokumenty: Slovar'-Spravochnik. Nauchnye red. G. 
K. Shchennikov, B. N. Tikhomirov. SPb: RAN. Institut russkoi literatury 
(Pushkinskii Dom), 2008. 469p. 
 
I. Zavershennye i opublikovannye proizvedeniia [Proza; Stikhi; Stat'i; 
Fel'etony; Predisloviia; Primechaniia; Dnevnik pisatelia], pp. 13-277. 
II. V tvorcheskoi laboratorii pisatelia [Neosushchestvlennye khudozhest-
vennye zamysly; Neosushchestvlennye publitsisticheskie, memuarnye 
i literaturno-kriticheskie zamysli; Zapisnye knizhki i tetrad, nabroski, 
zametki; Dokumenty. Episoliarnoe nasledie], pp. 278-410. 
III. Kollektivnoe, pp. 411-414. 
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IV. Dubia. pp. 415-422. 
Osnovnaia literature o tvorchestve Dostoevskogo, pp. 423-53. 
Ukazatel' imen, pp. 454-65. 
Alfavitnyi ukazatel' slovarnykh statei, pp. 466-469. 
 
Farris, June Pachuta: Dostoevsky: Current Bibliography 2008. In: Dostoevsky Studies 
n.s. 12 (2008): 141-209. 
 
Ge, Chzhan Bian': Vospriiatie Dostoevskogo v Kitae. In: Dostoevskii i XX vek. Pod 
red. T. A. Kasatkinoi. Moskva: Institut mirovoi literatury RAN, 2007: 2: 466-
82.  
[pp. 477-82 includes a list of 66 citations of Dostoevsky's works in Chinese, 
excerpted from "Katalog perevedennykh i izdannykh khudozhestvennykh 
klassicheskikh proizvedenii s 1949 g. do 1979 g". (1980) and "Katalog 
perevedennykh i izdannykh khudozestvennykh klassicheskikh proizvedenii s 
1949- do 1979" (1986).] 
 
Heithus, Clemens: Dostojewskij-Bibliographie 2006. In: Deutsche Dostojewskij-
Gesellschaft. Jahrbuch 14 (2007): 127-41. 
 
Katsa, Anna: Slovar' "Dnevnika pisatelia. 1873 g." F. M. Dostoevskogo. In: 
Literaturo-vedcheskii zhurnal 23 (2008): 196-251. [A concordance to 
hundreds of words and terms, based on the text of Dnevnik pisatelia 1873 
found in v. 21 of Polnoe sobranie sochinenii v 30-ti t. (Leningrad: Nauka, 
1980)] 
 
Krinitsyn, Aleksandr Borisovich: Dostoevskii v Germanii: Bibliography. In: 
Dostoevskii i XX vek. Pod red. T. A. Kasatkinoi. Moskva: Institut mirovoi 
literatury RAN, 2007: 2: 225-49. 
 
Kroó, Katalin: Istoricheskii obzor vengerskoi dostoevistiki v literaturovedcheskoi 
rusis-tike v Universitete imeni Etvesha Loranda v Budapeshte. "Nashimi 
glazami": Bibliografiia. In: Dostoevskii i XX vek. Pod red. T. A. Kasatkinoi. 
Moskva: Institut mirovoi literatury RAN, 2007: 2: 534-52. 
 
• Spisok nauchnykh publikatsii avtorov statei obzora, posviashchennykh 
tvorchestvu F. M. Dostoevskogo [Gyula Király, Árpád Kovács, Katalin 
Kroó, S. Horváth Géza, Tünde Szabó] 
• Spisok nauchnykh publikatsii o Dostoevskom doktorantov doktorskoi 
programmy "Russkaia literature i literaturovedenie" 
• Priblizitel'nyi spisok literatury o Dostoevskom, napisannoi vengerskimi 
avtorami za poslednie 50 let (1955-2005 gg.) 
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Pantelei, Irina Viktorovna: Dostoevskii i ego frantsuzskie chitateli. In: Dostoevskii i 
XX vek. Pod red. T. A. Kasatkinoi. Moskva: Institut mirovoi literatury RAN, 
2007: 2: 250-72. 
 
Primarily a bibliography which includes: 
• Izdaniia proizvedenii 
• Monografii, stat'i [citations no. 1-198] 
• Antologii, sborniki i spetsial'nye nomera zhurnalov [citations no. 199-
210] 
• Perevodnaia literature [citations no. 211-243] 
 
 
SERIAL PUBLICATIONS AND SPECIAL JOURNAL ISSUES 
DEDICATED TO DOSTOEVSKY 
 
Dostoevskii i mirovaia kul'tura: Al'manakh. [Pamiati Vladimira Artemovicha Tunim-
anova]. SPb: Serebrianyi Vek. 
v. 24, 2008 [all articles individually cited] 
 [articles from no. 1-23 previously cited] 
 
Dostoevskii: Materialy i issledovaniia. SPb: Nauka.  
v. 18, 2007 [all articles individually cited] 
 [articles from no. 1-17 previously cited] 
 
Deutsche Dostojewskij-Gesellschaft. Jahrbuch. Flensburg: Clasen-Druck.  
no. 14, 2007 [all articles individually cited] 
 [articles from no. 1-13 previously cited] 
 
Dostoevsky Studies: The Journal of the International Dostoevsky Society.  Tübingen: 
Attempto Verlag. New Series. 
v. 12, 2008 [all articles individually cited] 
 [articles from no. 1-11 previously cited] 
 
Literaturovedcheskii zhurnal. Moskva: INION RAN. 
no. 21, 2007 = Russkaia slovestnost' v mirovom kul'turnom kontekste: 500 let 
roda Dostoevskogo: Materialy II Mezhdunarodnogo simpoziuma (2006, 





Allen, Skye Harvet: Dostoevsky, Madness, and Religious Fervor: Reason and Its 
Adver-saries. (Ph.D dissertation, University of Chicago, 2008) 
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Curdts, Soelve I.: Progressions of Form: Romantic Lyric and Modern Prose. (Ph.D 
dissertation, Princeton University, 2006)  [Chapter 6: Prose Music and Last 
Things—Dostoevsky's Unearthly Geomentry, pp. 310-81.] 
 
Dwyer, Anne Elizabeth: Improvisig Empire: Literary Accounts From the Russian and 
Austrian Borderlands, 1862-1923. (Ph.D dissertation, University of 
California, Berkeley, 2007)  [Chapter 1 provides a comparison of 
Dostoevskii's Winter Notes on Summer Impressions and Leskov's From a 
Travel Diary] 
 
Fitzpatrick, Joseph: Russia Englished: Theorizing Translation in the 20th Century. 
(Ph.D dissertation, Duke University, 2007) [Chapter 1 discusses "reading 
Dostoevsky in English"] 
 
Gress, Chantal: Die Rechtsproblematik bei F. M. Dostoevskij. (Thesis, Universität 
Konstanz, 2008) 
 
Harrison, Lonny Roy: Duality and the Problem of Moral Self-Awareness in 
Dostoevsky's "Dvoinik" ("The Double"). (Ph.D thesis, University of Toronto, 
2008) 
 
Johnson, Brian R.: The Art of Dostoevsky's Falling Sickness. (Ph.D dissertation, 
Univer-sity of Wisconsin, 2008) 
 
Latulippe, Samuel: La critique du socialism dans "Les Demons" de Dostoievski. 
(M.A. thesis, University of Ottawa, 2006) 
 
O'Brien, Stephen M.: God and the Devil Are Fighting: The Scandal of Evil in 
Dostoyev-sky and Camus. (Ph.D thesis, City University of New York, 2008) 
 
Pomerantsev, Yevgeniy: Enchanted Truths: Romantic and Post-Romantic Models of 
Poetic Knowledge. (Ph.D dissertation, New York University, 2008) [E.T.A 
Hoffmann, Gottfried Keller, Dostoevsky's Netochka Nezvanova] 
 
Postic, Ruta: Elder Zosima, Socrates, and Dialogism. (M.A. thesis, University of 
South Carolina, 2008) 
 
Schuck, Eric: Literary Chronotopes as Social Structures of Power in "The Brothers 
Karamazov" and "Del amor y otros demonios". (M.A thesis, University of 
Colorado at Boulder, 2008) [Dostoevskii, Gabriel Garciaa Márquez] 
 
Schuckman, Emily E.: Representations of the Prostitute in Contemporary Russian 
Literature and Film. (Ph.D dissertation, University of Washington, 2008) 
 
Spektor, Alex: Narrative Ethics in the First-Person Prose of Fyodor Dostoevsky and 
Witold Gombrowicz. (Ph.D dissertation, Harvard University, 2008) 
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Wyman, Alina: The Task of Active Empathy: Scheler, Bakhtin and Dostoevsky. (Ph. D 
thesis, University of Chicago, 2008) 
 
 
ARTICLES, BOOKS, ESSAYS, 
FESTSCHRIFTEN, MANUSCRIPTS 
 
XIVth International Dostoevsky Symposium, Istituto italiano per gli studii filosofici, 
Napoli, tentative dates: 15-20 June 2010. In: Dostoevsky Studies n.s. 12 
(2008): 246-47. 
 
Airapetian, Rafael' G.: Rossiia i Zapad v "Zapisnykh tetradiakh 1875-77 gg." F. M. 
Dostoevskogo. In: Rossiia i Zapad: dialog kul'tur. Moskva: 2002: 3-13. 
 
Akel'kina, E. A.: F. M. Dostoevskii – khudozhestvennyi kritik: (Problema 
akademicheskoi traditsii v stat'e "Vystavka v Akademii khudozhestv za 1860-
61 god"). In: Vestnik Omskogo universiteta 4 (2007): 71-74. 
 
Akel'kina, E. A.: "Zapiski iz Mertvogo doma" F. M. Dostoevskogo: formirovanie 
poetiki ocherkovogo povestvovaniia (1840-1860-e gody). Omsk: OGI, 2007. 
139p. 
 
Aksenov-Meerson, Mikhail, protoierei: Rozhdenie Filosofii iz Dukha Literatury na 
stsene russkogo personalizma. In: Dostoevskii i XX vek. Pod red. T. A. 
Kasatkinoi. Moskva: Institut mirovoi literatury RAN, 2007: 1: 125-42. 
 
Aleev, L. M.: Osobennosti kontsepta ideal'nogo v tvorchestve F. M. Dostoevskogo. In. 
Mirovozzrencheskaia paradigm v filosofii: genealogiia bytiia i ego 
obnovlenie. Nizhnii Novgorod: Izd-vo VGIPU, 2006: 29-32. 
 
Alekhina, E. V.: Religiozno-nravstvennoe uchenie o smysle zhizni cheloveka v 
tvorchestve F. M. Dostoevskogo. In: Vestnik Moskovskogo gos. oblastnogo 
universiteta. Seriia: Filosofskie nauke 1 (2008): 100-6. 
 
Aloe, Stefano: Pisatel' kak natsional'nyi mif v russkoi kul'ture. In: 
Literaturovedcheskii zhurnal 21 (2007): 15-20. [Dostoevskii mentioned 
throughout] 
 
Als, Hilton: Heretics. In: The New Yorker 84, 36 (10 November 2008): 88-89. 
[review of Peter Brook's production of The Grand Inquisitor, adapted by 
Marie-Helene Estienne] 
 
Amineva, V. R.: F. M. Dostoevskii i G. Rakhim: Tipy dialogicheskikh otnoshenii. In: 
Russkaia slovesnost' v kontekste sovremennykh integratsionnykh protsessov. 
Volgograd: Volgogradskii gos. universitet, 2007: 2: 148-53. [Gäräj Rahim] 
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Amusin, M.: Russkaia strada Dzhozefa Konrada. In: Neva 12 (2007): 170-82.  
[Joseph Conrad's artistic ties with Dostoevskii] 
 
Anchev, Angel: "Ruskoto slovo" za sveta i choveka (v romana "Prestuplenie i 
nakazanie" ot F. M. Dostoevski). In: Bulgarski ezik i literatura 38, 1 (1996): 
4-13. 
 
Andrushchenko, Elena: Dostoevskii i Merezhkovskii (po arkhivnym nakhodkam). In: 
Dostoevskii i russkoe zarubezh'e XX veka. Jean-Philippe Jaccard, Ulrich 
Schmid, eds. SPb: Dmitrii Bulanin, 2008: 40-49. 
 
Apanasenko, E. G.: Kontsept "Russkie": denotativnye granitsy, vozmozhnosti i 
perspektivy (na material proizvedenii F. M. Dostoevskogo i sovremennoi 
publitsistiki). In: Rossiia i ATR = Russia and the Pacific 1, 55 (2007): 130-
36. 
 
Arbova, Krustina: Khermenevtika na diavoliadata (Bulgakov – Gogol, Dostoevski, 
Kuprin). In: Nauchni trudove / Plovdivski Universitet 33,1 (1995): 289-98. 
 
Arkhipova, Anna Vladimirovna: Kak my izdavali akademicheskogo Dostoevskogo. In: 
Dostoevskii i XX vek. Pod red. T. A. Kasatkinoi. Moskva: Institut mirovoi 
literatury RAN, 2007: 1: 640-50. 
 
Arkhipova, N. V.: Aksiologicheskoe soderzhanie obrazov Rodiona Raskol'nikova i 
Ivana Karamazova. In: Al'manakh sovremennoi nauki i obrazovaniia 1 
(2007): 23-24. 
 
Arutiunova, N. D.: Dostoevskii po-frantsuzski. In: Iazyk i deistvitel'nost': Sbornik 
nauchnykh trudov pamiati V. G. Gaka. Moskva: LENAND, 2006: 287-302. 
 
Astakhova, O. A.: Kontseptual'noe soderzhanie epigrafa romana F. M. Dostoevskogo 
"Brat'ia Karamazovy". In: Mirovaia slovesnost' dlia detei i o detiakh 10, 1 
(2005): 145-50. 
 
Avgustin (Nikitin), arkhimandrit: Sv. Frantsisk Assizskii, Dostoevskii i vostochnoe 
monashestvo. In: Dostoevskii: Materialy i issledovaniia 18 (2007): 62-85. [St. 
Francis of Assisi] 
 
Azadovskii, K. M.: "Nadeius', moia kniga vas zainteresuet": Rainer Mariia Ril'ke i L. 
F. Dostoevskaia. In: Dostoevskii i mirovaia kul'tura: Al'manakh 24 (2008): 
188-99. 
 
Azarenko, N. A.: Khudozhestvennoe prostranstvo kak vyrazitel' individual'no-
avtorskogo ponimaniia kontseptualizatsii sveta i t'my v tekste romana 
"Prestuplenie i naka-zanie". In: Nauchnye trudy molodykh uchenykh-
filologov. Moskva: Moskovskii gos. pedagogicheskii gos. universitet, 
Filologicheskii fakul'tet, 2006: 68-74. 
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Azarenko, N. A.: Osobennosti kontseptualizatsii sveta i t'my v iazykovoi kartine mira 
F. M. Dostoevskogo (na material romana "Prestuplenie i nakazanie"). In: 
Vestnik Tambovskogo universiteta. Seriia: Gumanitarnye nauki 4, 48 (2007): 
77-80. 
 
Azarenko, N. A.: Tozhdestvo idei "t'ma (mrak) – D'iavol" v iazykovoi kartine mira F. 
M. Dostoevskogo: (Na material romana "Prestuplenie i nakazanie"). In: III 
Paskhal'nye chteniia: Gumanitarnye nauki i pravoslavnaia kul'tura. Moskva: 
Moskovskii pedagogicheskii gos. universitet, 2005: 128-33. 
 
Bagautdinova, T. I.: Traditsii russkogo inochestva v politicheskom ideale F. M. Dosto-
evskogo. In: Schola (2006): 110-13. 
 
Bailey, Heather: Renanian Demoniacs, Man-Gods and Anti-Christ's in Dostoevsky's 
Fiction. In: Bailey, Heather. Orthodoxy, Modernity, and Authenticity: The 
Reception of Ernest Renan's Life of Jesus in Russia. Newcastle: Cambridge 
Scholars Publishing, 2008: 31-70. 
 
Bakhaeva, A. A.: Motiv pokaianiia v rannem tvorchestve F. M. Dostoevskogo 
("Bednye liudi", Khoziaika"). In: Filologiia i chelovek (Barnaul) 1 (2007): 
98-104. 
 
Bakhaeva, A. A.: Motiv pokaianiia v siuzhetnoi scheme "Fantasticheskogo rasskaza" 
F. M. Dostoevskogo "Krotkaia". In: Filosofiia i kul'tura. Barnaul: 2006: 3: 
51-56. 
 
Barkun, V. V.: Obraz zhalosti kak sentimental'naia problema (roman F. M. 
Dostoevskogo "Unizhennye i oskorblennye"). In: Khudozhenstvennyi tekst: 
variant inter-pretatsii. Biisk: Biiskii gos. pedagogicheskii institut, 2007: 2: 
54-57. 
 
Barros Garcia, Benamí: Introducción a la simbologia del dedo e los clásicos de la 
literature rusa de la segunda mitad del siglo XIX. In: Espéculo 36 (2007). 
Online at: http://www.ucm.es/info/especulo/numero36/index.html 
[symbolism of the finger in Turgenev, Tolstoi, Dostoevskii] 
 
Barsht, Konstantin A.: El signo cervantino en el "cuaderno de apuntes" de F. M. 
Dostoevskij. In: Mundo Eslavo 5 (2006): 77-93. 
 
Barsht, Konstantin A.: Povestvovatel' Dostoevskogo: "zerkal'naia narratsiia" i 
apostol'-skoe svidetel'stvovanie. In: Literaturovedcheskii zhurnal 21 (2007): 
75-88. 
 
Bashkirov, Dmitrii L.: Problema cheloveka v tvorchestva F. M. Dostoevskogo." In: 
Nauchnye trudy Kafedry russkoi literatury BGU 2 (2003): 17-38. 
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Baturina, E. N.: Osobennosti povestvovatel'noi formy v romane Dostoevskogo 
"Prestuplenie i nakazanie". In: Istoricheskaia poetika zhanra. Briobidzhan: 
Dal'nevostochnaia gos. sotsial'no-gumanitarnaia akademiia, 2006: 37-42. 
 
Baturina, E. N.: Rol' kliuchevykh slov v semanticheskoi structure khudozhestvennogo 
teksta: (Na material teksta romana "Prestuplenie i nakazanie" F. M. Dosto-
evskogo). Vladivostok: Dal'nevostochnyi universitet, 2005. 24p. [avtoreferat 
dissertatsii] 
 
Beliaeva, I. A.: Ranniaia proza F. M. Dostoevskogo i lermontovskaia traditsii 1840-kh 
godov. In: Khudozhestvennye iskaniia russkikh i zarubezhnykh pisatelei: 
voprosy poetiki. Moskva: Moskovskii gorodskoi pedagogicheskii universitet, 
2002: 30-61. 
 
Beliakov, S. S.: Natsionalizm v povsednevnoi praktike: Na material dnevnika A. G. 
Dostoevskoi. In: Mir Klio 2 (2007): 310-26. 
 
Belopol'skii, V. N.: Dostoevskii i traditsii nemetskoi klassicheskoi filosofii 
(kontseptsiia cheloveka). In: Dukhovnoe nasledie F. M. Dostoevskogo. Otv. 
red. A. V. Belov. Rostov-na-Donu: Slavianskii tsentr kul'tury, 2006: 38-47. 
 
Belopol'skii, V. N.: Mezhdunarodnyi simpozium "Russkaia slovestnost' v mirovom 
kul'turnom konekste": (500 let rodu Dostoevskikh. 1506-2006). In: Filolo-
gicheskii vestnik (Rostov-na-Donu) 3 (2006): 67-68. 
 
Belov, A. V.: Dostoevskii i russkie pochvenniki. In: Dukhovnoe nasledie F. M. Dosto-
evskogo. Otv. red. A. V. Belov. Rostov-na-Donu: Slavianskii tsentr kul'tury, 
2006: 69-77. 
 
Belov, E. I.: Kommunikativno-pragmaticheskie funktsii voprositel'nykh predlozhenii v 
povesti F. M. Dostoevskogo "Zapiski iz podpol'ia". In: XVIII Lomonosovskie 
mezhdunarodnye nauchnye chteniia. Arkhangel'sk: Pomorskii universitet, 
2006: 233-39. 
 
Belov, Sergei Vladimirovich: Polveka s Dostoevskim: Vospominaniia. SPb: Sankt-
Peterburgskii gos. Universitet, 2007. 212p. 
 
Beltrán Almería, Luis: Simvolizm Dostoevskogo. In: Literaturovedcheskii zhurnal 21 
(2007): 58-74. 
 
Bel'trame, F.: O paradoksal'nom myshlenii "podpol'nogo cheloveka". In: Dostoevskii: 
Materialy i issledovaniia 18 (2007): 135-42. 
 
Beránková, Eva: V Kirillově stínu: Albert Camus mýtus "vyšší sebevraždy". In: Svět 
literatury 26-27 (2003): 123-45. [Dostoevskii, Camus] 
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Berardini, Sergio Fabio: Nichilismo e rivolta: variazioni filosofiche su letture dosto-
evskijane. Padova: Il poligrafo, 2008. 227p. (Richerche/Facoltà di lettere e 
filosofia dell'Università di Venezia, 53) 
 
Berdiaev, Nikolai A.: Mirosozertsanie Dostoevskogo. Moskva: ACT: Khranitel', 2006. 
255p. 
 
Berdiaev, Nikolai A.: Otkrovenie o cheloveke v tvorchestve Dostoevskogo. In: 
Berdiaev, Nikolai. Tipy religioznoi mysli v Rossii. Paris: YMCA-Press, 
1989: 68-98. 
 
Berdiaev, Nikolai A.: Otkorvenie o cheloveke v tvorchestve Dostoevskogo. In: 
Tarasov, B. N. Chelovek i istoriia v russkoi religioznoi filosofii i 
klassicheskoi literature. Moskva: Krug, 2008: 361-90. 
 
Berdiaev, Nikolai A.: Stavrogin. In: Berdiaev, Nikolai. Tipy religioznoi mysli v 
Rossii. Paris: YMCA-Press, 1989: 99-111. 
 
Berdiaev, Nikolai A.: Za Dostoevski. In: Vezni 7, 3 (1997): 31-44. 
 
Berezkin, A. M.: Valerian Maikov v tvorchestve Dostoevskogo. In: Dostoevskii: 
Materialy i issledovaniia 18 (2007): 318-30. 
 
Berman, Anna A.: "The Idiot's" Romantic Struggle. In: Dostoevsky Studies n.s. 12 
(2008): 81-103. 
 
Berman, Anna A.: Siblings in "The Brothers Karamazov". In: Russian Review 68, 2 
(2009): 263-82. 
 
Bezelianskii, Iurii: Dostoevskii bez granits i bez kraia (Fedor Dostoevskii, 1821). In: 
Bezelianskii, Iurii. 69 etiudov o russkikh pisateliakh. Moskva: Eksmo, 2008: 
222-30. 
 
Bieri, Peter: Lebensgeschichte und Verantwortung: Raskolnikov vor dem Richter. In: 
Bieri, Peter. Das Handwerk der Freiheit: über die Entdeckung des eigenen 
Willens. München: Hanser, 2001: 320-65. 
 
Biriukov, Viktor, and Sergei Bocharov: Polifoniia i podpol'e: Iz "Dialekticheskikh 
ekzersisov na russkuiu temu". In: Voprosy literatury 2 (2008): 20-39. 
[Dostoevskii, Bakhtin] 
 
Birkan, Rafail Iosifovich: Preodolenie nigilizma: Khaidegger i Dostoevskii. SPb: 
SPbGUKI, 2007. 454p. 
 
Blank, Ksana: "Putem zerna": Motiv elevsinskikh misterii v romane "Brat'ia Kara-
mazovy". In: Word, Music, History: A Festschrift for Caryl Emerson. Edited 
by Lazar Fleishman, Gabriella Safran, Miechael Wachtel. Stanford: Dept. of 
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